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A Modern Guide to the Informal 
Economy
Colin C. Williams, University of Sheffield, 
UK
‘Peerless and prolific, Professor Colin 
Williams has again produced an essential 
guide for anyone wanting a concise yet 
sophisticated introduction to contemporary 
issues in the “informal economy”. With 
admirable clarity and precision, Professor 
Williams deftly explains the magnitude, 
characteristics and drivers of the informal 
economy. Nuanced assessments of 
theoretical and policy choices inform 
the “roadmap” this text provides to 
understanding such an integral feature of the global economy. Seasoned 
scholars and newcomers alike will find value in Professor Williams’ latest 
contribution to this important topic,’

 
– Monder Ram, Aston University, UK

Mar 2023  c 400 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 560 5  c £125.00 / c $190.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Modern Guides

Misinformation in the Digital Age
An American Infodemic
Monica Stephens, Durham University, UK, 
Jessie P.H. Poon, University at Buffalo, US 
and Gordon K.S. Tan, Singapore University 
of Technology and Design, Singapore
‘Misinformation in the Digital Age: An 
American Infodemic has carved out a nice 
space in a crowded field by bringing an 
underused lens to the analysis – geography. 
Their topic is timely, and the theory has 
legs. This readable book can inform theory 
building beyond the scope of its contents.’

– Jason Gainous, University of Louisville, US, Author of Tweeting to Power, 
and Editor of the Journal of Information Technology & Politics

Feb 2023  c 144 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 488 8 c £70.00 / c $105.00 
Feb 2023  Paperback  978 1 78990 490 1  c £19.95 / c $29.95 
eBook • Elgaronline
The International Geographical Union Series on Contemporary Geographies
 

Cultural Policy Beyond the 
Economy 
Work, Value and the Social
Deborah Stevenson, Western Sydney 
University, Australia
‘In a research field dominated by worthy 
activist polemics, Stevenson offers a cool-
headed, clear, and thorough guide to the 
sociology of a policy struggle. Focussed 
on the colonisation of art and culture by 
economics and its reduction to “creative 
industries”, Stevenson’s book offers artists, 
institutions, policy makers and students 
– everyone in the Art World Complex in 
fact – an opportunity to grapple with the 
scale, complexity and values of a much-needed policy change.’

 
– Adrian Franklin, University of South Australia, Australia

Feb 2023  c 192 pp  Hardback  978 1 78897 466 0  c £75.00 / c $110.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

PAPERBACK 
A Modern Guide To Labour and 
the Platform Economy
Edited by Jan Drahokoupil and Kurt 
Vandaele, European Trade Union Institute, 
Belgium
‘Here’s everything you need to know about 
the platform economy and workers—and 
perhaps hadn’t even thought of asking—
in this comprehensive Modern Guide. It 
covers emerging trends, particular cases, 
regulatory issues and much else, and is 
likely to become an essential guide for 
researchers and policy makers.’

 
– Jayati Ghosh, University of Massachusetts Amherst, US

Oct 2021 Hardback  978 1 78897 509 4  £130.00 / $185.00 
Jan 2023  Paperback  978 1 0353 1210 8  c £42.00 / c $60.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Elgar Modern Guides
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PAPERBACK 
Basic Income
A History
Malcolm Torry, University of Bath, Basic 
Income Earth Network (BIEN), formerly 
Citizen’s Basic Income Trust and London 
School of Economics, UK. He is a priest in 
the Church of England and is now Priest in 
Charge of St Mary Abchurch in the City of 
London
‘An extremely well informed account of the 
many modest origins and recent worldwide 
dissemination of the idea of Basic Income, 
and in particular of the role played by 
British thinkers and activists.’

– Philippe Van Parijs, University of Louvain, Belgium and Basic Income 
Earth Network

2021  336 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 240 0  £100.00 / $140.00 
Feb 2023  Paperback  978 1 0353 1344 0  c £27.50 / c $40.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Handbook of Research Methods 
in Behavioural Economics
An Interdisciplinary Approach
Edited by Morris Altman, University of 
Dundee, UK
‘Morris Altman succeeds in assembling 
experts from various scholarly disciplines 
who present the arsenal of research methods 
in behavioral economics and their potential 
in applied social research. This is an excellent 
comprehensive Handbook that is of interest 
to students and scholars, committed 
to understanding economic behavior 
which is often driven by a-rationality and 
irrationality rather than the capacity to rationally maximize one’s own 
utility.’

– Erich Kirchler, University of Vienna, Austria

Mar 2023  c 532 pp  Hardback  978 1 83910 793 1  c £220.00 / c $315.00
eBook • Elgaronline

Social Dialogue in the Gig 
Economy
A Comparative Empirical Analysis
Edited by Jean-Michel Bonvin, Nicola 
Cianferoni, University of Geneva, 
Switzerland and Maria Mexi, Albert 
Hirschman Centre on Democracy, 
Graduate Institute of International and 
Development Studies, Switzerland and 
International Labour Organization
‘This is an excellent collection of research on 
the gig economy, providing much-needed 
comparative analysis that is too often 
missing from the literature. Throughout the 
collection, there are chapters that will appeal to students, academics, 
and practitioners who are interested in understanding the gig economy 
today.’

– Jamie Woodcock, The Open University, UK

Jan 2023  c 172 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 236 8  c £75.00 / c $110.00
eBook • Elgaronline 

 

Research Handbook on Digital 
Sociology
Edited by Jan Skopek, Trinity College 
Dublin, Ireland
‘This Handbook provides a rich and wide 
range of research using digital tools and 
approaches. The chapters cover a variety of 
domains and provide an excellent overview 
of the state of the art in the field.’

– Ralph Schroeder, University of Oxford, UK

Mar 2023  c 640 pp  Hardback   
978 1 78990 675 2  c £230.00 / c $335.00 
eBook • Elgaronline
Research Handbooks in Sociology series

Handbook on Migration and the 
Family
Edited by Johanna L. Waters, University 
College London, UK and Brenda S.A. 
Yeoh, National University of Singapore, 
Singapore 
‘Few things are more central to migration 
projects than the family, yet rarely in 
simple ways. This Handbook presents 
the transnational family in all of its 
complexity and multiplicity, tracing its 
diverse meanings over time, across space 
and generations. Inequalities and power 
dynamics are deeply woven into family 
relations, yet migration also generates 
novel familial arrangements and subjectivities. The rich contributions 
span a range of geographical contexts and adopt feminist, agency-
centred and grounded approaches to crucially overturn long-standing 
normative assumptions about transnational families. The Handbook 
will be an essential resource for scholars and practitioners seeking to 
understand the personal and societal impacts of migration on families, 
and of families on migration.’
– Megha Amrith, Max Planck Institute for the Study of Religious and Ethnic 

Diversity, Germany

Mar 2023  c 400 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 872 5  c £180.00 / c $265.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Handbooks in Migration

A Research Agenda for Terrorism 
Studies
Edited by Lara A. Frumkin, Open 
University, UK, John F. Morrison, Maynooth 
University, Ireland and Andrew Silke, 
Cranfield University, UK
‘This is a very timely volume that examines 
the state of terrorism studies as a discipline. 
It examines a range of pressing issues, 
including the development of a more 
cross-sector, interdisciplinary approach 
to the subject; the ethical issues involved 
and the need for more gender-based 
and non-Western perspectives. Highly 
recommended.’

– Kumar Ramakrishna, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

Feb 2023  c 248 pp  Hardback  978 1 78990 909 8  c £95.00 / c $135.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Research Agendas
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Edited by 
Morris Altman

HANDBOOK OF  
RESEARCH METHODS IN   
Behavioural Economics
An Interdisciplinary Approach

M
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‘The chapters of this Handbook take 
us beyond the now familiar areas 

of behavioural economics research 
and give attention to a wider range of 

methods and further applications of 
the findings – a much needed help in 

the many fields, such as environmental 
and health economics, in which the 
usefulness of these findings is just 

beginning to be realized.’
Jack L. Knetsch, Simon Fraser 

University, Canada

‘Behavioral economics needs to go 
beyond documenting deviations from 
neoclassical norms and interpreting 

these as flaws in humans rather in the 
theory. We need to take uncertainty 
seriously, take heuristics seriously, 

and study how people actually make 
decisions instead of building as-if 
models. This excellent collection 

of approaches offers many ways to 
rethink behavioral economics and 

equip it with a fresh vision.’
Gerd Gigerenzer, Max Planck 

Institute for Human Development, 
Germany

‘Morris Altman succeeds in 
assembling experts from various 
scholarly disciplines who present 
the arsenal of research methods 

in behavioral economics and their 
potential in applied social research. 
This is an excellent comprehensive 

Handbook that is of interest to 
students and scholars, committed 

to understanding economic behavior 
which is often driven by a-rationality 

and irrationality rather than the 
capacity to rationally maximize one’s 

own utility.’
 Erich Kirchler, University of Vienna, 

Austria

This comprehensive Handbook addresses a wide 
variety of methodological approaches adopted and 
developed by behavioural economists, exploring 
the implications of such innovations for analysis 
and policy.

Presenting analytical narratives from renowned 
economists and economic psychologists, the 
Handbook applies a broad array of methodological 
perspectives to behavioural economics. These 
span from bounded rationality, asymmetric 
information, and heuristics and biases to fast 
and frugal heuristics, rational agents and smart 
decision-makers, and capabilities improvements 
and institutional design. Chapters further explore 
diverse areas such as public policy, micro 
and macroeconomics, labour economics, the 
firm, decision-making, preference formation, 
punishment, love, altruism, trust, the environment, 
money and finance, health, and sports. Providing 
a pluralistic approach to behavioural economics, 
the Handbook ultimately introduces readers to an 
array of possible methodologies that can be adopted 
to address topical economic issues, as well as 
facilitating an enriched and nuanced understanding 
of human behaviour in an economic context.

Comparing and contrasting different methodologies 
within behavioural and neoclassical economics, 
this dynamic Handbook will be an invaluable 
resource for undergraduate and postgraduate 
students enrolled in economics, social psychology, 
and marketing courses. Policymakers will also 
benefit from its examination of the implications 
of behavioural economics for real-world decision 
making and policy.

Morris Altman is Dean of the University of 
Dundee School of Business, and Chair Professor 
of Behavioural and Institutional Economics 
and Co-operatives at the University of Dundee, 
Scotland, UK.

Cover image: Chris Yang on Unsplash.
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Handbook of Feminist 
Governance
Edited by Marian Sawer, The Australian 
National University, Australia, Lee 
Ann Banaszak, The Pennsylvania State 
University, US, Jacqui True, Monash 
University, Australia, Johanna Kantola, 
University of Helsinki, Finland
‘This novel Handbook brings together many 
of the leading feminist scholars working on 
governance at the national, regional and 
international levels. It ranges widely over 
the central theoretical and methodological 
approaches including intersectionality 
and feminist institutionalism, as well as 
empirically exploring key feminist issues in many major governance 
institutions.’

– Georgina Waylen, University of Manchester, UK

Jan 2023  c 492 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 480 5  c £210.00 / c $300.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
International Handbooks on Gender series

How to Conduct Qualitative 
Research in Social Science
Edited by Pranee Liamputtong, 
VinUniversity, Vietnam
Explaining both the theoretical and practical 
aspects of doing qualitative research, the 
book uses examples from real-world research 
projects to emphasise how to conduct 
qualitative research in the social sciences. 
Pranee Liamputtong draws together 
contributions covering qualitative research in 
cultural and medical anthropology, sociology, 
gender studies, political science, criminology, 
demography, economic sciences, social work, 
and education.

Jan 2023  c 248 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 618 2  c £95.00 / c $135.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
How to Research Guides

Research Handbook on Irregular 
Migration
Edited by Ilse van Liempt, Utrecht 
University, Joris Schapendonk, Radboud 
University and Amalia Campos-Delgado, 
Leiden University, the Netherlands
‘With a stellar line up of established and 
early career scholars in the field, this 
Handbook is a must-read for everyone 
interested in understanding the multi-
scalar politics of migrants’ irregularisation, 
its everyday impacts on the lives of 
migrants with no or precarious immigration 
status and opportunities and spaces for 
contestation and resistance.’

– Nando Sigona, University of Birmingham, UK

Mar 2023  c 400 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 749 3  c £180.00 / c $265.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Handbooks in Migration
 

 

Handbook of Gender and 
Technology
Environment, Identity, Individual
Edited by Eileen M. Trauth, The 
Pennsylvania State University and Jeria L. 
Quesenberry, Carnegie Mellon University, 
US
‘Professors Trauth and Quesenberry 
pull together the most up-to-date and 
comprehensive view of gender imbalance 
in the IT field that I am aware of. This is a 
timely infusion of what has been learned to 
date and why interventions to create more 
balance do and do not work. Given recent 
discussions in the Information Systems 
academic community, this should provide a wonderful resource to 
elevate the conversation from wheel spinning to serious action taking.’

– Fred Niederman, St. Louis University, US

Feb 2023  c 448 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 791 2  c £200.00 / c $290.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
International Handbooks on Gender series

Research Handbook on 
Intersectionality
Edited by Mary Romero, Arizona State 
University, US
‘Mary Romero has added a vital resource to 
the copious literature on intersectionality by 
building on the highlights of path-breaking 
classic arguments while combining these 
in each article with the newest applications 
of the concept to a wide field of concerns. 
Both established voices and emerging 
scholars contribute to centering the issues 
of practical application to research and 
activism, and including rarely considered 
topics such as disability, human rights and 
indigeneity. A timely reference for those new to the field but also a source 
of inspiration for even the most knowledgeable scholars.’

– Myra Marx Ferree, University of Wisconsin-Madison, US

Mar 2023  c 560 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 804 9  c £215.00 / c $310.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Research Handbooks in Sociology series

A Research Agenda for Skills and 
Inequality
Edited by Michael Tåhlin, Stockholm 
University, Sweden
‘While the concept of skill is central to 
explanations of inequality, disciplinary 
boundaries have hampered a full 
understanding of this relationship. This 
timely volume fills the gap by bringing 
together insights from experts in diverse 
disciplines that together provide the basis 
for an exciting research framework on this 
vital topic.’

– Arne L. Kalleberg, University of North 
Carolina at Chapel Hill, US

Mar 2023  c 288 pp  Hardback  978 1 80037 845 2  c £100.00 / c $145.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Research Agendas
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PAPERBACK  
Creating Inclusive and Engaging 
Online Courses
A Teaching Guide
Edited by Monica Sanders, Georgetown 
University Law Center and Tulane 
University Disaster Resilience Leadership 
Academy, US
‘This book about inclusive and engaging 
course design draws upon teaching methods 
from Socrates to the new standards of digital 
citizenship that support the step-by-step 
implementation of their online educational 
framework. It is with enthusiasm and 
necessity that I recommend a focused read 
of this work.’  

– Erik Xavier Wood, Georgetown University, US

2022  176 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 887 6  £80.00 / $115.00 
Feb 2023  Paperback  978 1 0353 1346 4  c £22.95 / c $35.00 
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Guides to Teaching

TEXTBOOK  
Advanced Introduction to 
Resilience
Fikret Berkes, University of Manitoba, 
Canada
‘This is a beautiful text on resilience, 
the ability of a system to renew itself 
while adapting to or transforming with 
change, with a focus on social-ecological 
systems. Fikret Berkes explains resilience 
as capacities, with stories and cases from 
indigenous groups to governance of 
climate change. A pleasure to read, highly 
recommended!’

– Carl Folke, Royal Swedish Academy of 
Sciences and Stockholm University, Sweden

Feb 2023  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 219 9  c £85.00c / $120.00  
Feb 2023  Paperback  978 1 80220 221 2  c £15.95 / c $24.95
eTextbook 
Elgar Advanced Introductions series 
Examination copies available on publication

New Perspectives on Urban 
Deathscapes
Continuity, Change and Contestation
Edited by Danielle House, University of 
Bristol, UK and Mariske Westendorp, 
University of Utrecht, the Netherlands with 
Avril Maddrell, University of Reading, UK
‘Focussing on the urban areas where 
most humans now live and where conflict, 
insecurity, migration and violence can 
characterise death as well as life, this 
fascinating, disturbing yet hopeful book 
re-sets the agenda for research into 
deathscapes.’

– Tony Walter, University of Bath, UK

Feb 2023  c 256 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 238 0  c £95.00 / c $140.00
eBook • Elgaronline 

 

Handbook of Public Funding of 
Research
Edited by Benedetto Lepori, Università 
della Svizzera Italiana, Switzerland, Ben 
Jongbloed, University of Twente, the 
Netherlands and Diana Hicks, Georgia 
Institute of Technology, US
‘Public funding of research is crucial 
for independent, creative knowledge 
production in universities and research 
organisations, certainly in view of the 
great societal challenges of our time. This 
Handbook offers analyses by leading 
international scholars, showing how modes 
of funding have changed in the 21st century, 
with both pitfalls and promising avenues. A must-read for academics 
and policymakers engaged in transformative knowledge politics.’

– Stefan Kuhlmann, University of Twente, the Netherlands

Mar 2023  c 432 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 307 9  c £190.00 / c $275.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Research Handbook on 
Measuring Poverty and 
Deprivation
Edited by Jacques Silber, Bar-Ilan 
University, Israel
’This Research Handbook on Measuring 
Poverty and Deprivation edited by 
Professor Jaques Silber is distinctive in its 
structure and encyclopedic in terms of 
breadth and depth of topics covered. The 
Handbook imparts the collective wisdom 
of over hundred eminent researchers in this 
field. I am sure researchers, analysts, policy 
makers and graduate students will find the 
treasure of information invaluable, and the Handbook indispensable.’

– D.S. Prasada Rao, The University of Queensland, Australia

Mar 2023  c 680 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 344 4  c £250.00 / c $360.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Elgar Handbooks in Development

Handbook on Crime and 
Technology
Edited by Don Hummer, Pennsylvania 
State University Harrisburg and James M. 
Byrne, University of Massachusetts Lowell, 
US
‘This pioneering volume must be in the 
library of any scholar or practitioner 
concerned with the radical upending of 
crime and responses to it brought by new 
information technologies. Never in the 
history of criminology have changes come 
so quickly, nor been so poorly understood. 
The book offers a cornucopia of concepts, 
data and constructive suggestions to help 
understand and respond thoughtfully to the challenges.’

– Gary T. Marx,  Massachusetts Institute of Technology, US

Mar 2023  c 480 pp  Hardback  978 1 80088 663 6  c £200.00 / c $290.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
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Fikret Berkes is Distinguished Professor Emeritus at the Natural Resources Institute, 
University of Manitoba, Canada.
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Advanced Introduction to

RESILIENCE

‘Resilience is a crucial ingredient of healthy environments, societies and communities – but 
what is it and how do we get it? Berkes tells us, through a masterful exploration that looks 
back in history and right up to the present day of COVID-19. The book is filled with real-world 
examples, making it down-to-earth and pleasantly readable.’ 

Anthony Charles, Director, Community Conservation Research Network, Canada

‘This book is a brilliant synthesis of resilience scholarship. It provides a fresh perspective on 
ways that society can address its most urgent challenges despite prevailing uncertainties 
about the future. This clearly written book is essential reading for managers, policy makers, 
scientists, and ordinary citizens.’ F. Stuart Chapin III, University of Alaska Fairbanks, USA

‘This is a beautiful text on resilience, the ability of a system to renew itself while adapting 
to or transforming with change, with a focus on social-ecological systems. Fikret Berkes 
explains resilience as capacities, with stories and cases from indigenous groups to 
governance of climate change. A pleasure to read, highly recommended!’

Carl Folke, Royal Swedish Academy of Sciences and Stockholm University, Sweden

Providing a concise overview of resilience in the context of unprecedented global 
environmental change, this Advanced Introduction addresses the intertwined systems 
of people and nature. It explores ecological resilience, incorporating social science 
approaches and concepts, and identifies and discusses innovative ways of planning for an 
increasingly unpredictable future.

Key Features:
• dentifies practical resilience-building strategies applicable to multiple areas
• Provides an interdisciplinary discussion of the fundamentals of social and  

ecological resilience
• Proposes new ways of dealing with complex environmental problems which present 

fundamental challenges to conventional science and technology
• Highlights knowledge and issues concerning the resilience of Indigenous peoples across 

the globe, and the lessons that may be learned
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Youth Employment Insecurity 
and Pension Adequacy
Edited by Dirk Hofäcker, University of 
Duisburg-Essen, Germany and Kati Kuitto, 
Finnish Centre for Pensions, Finland
‘Young people face many immediate 
challenges in today’s labour markets, yet 
their longer-term prospects for retirement 
have often been neglected. Importantly, this 
edited volume addresses the links between 
disadvantages experienced early in careers 
and the much later, often substantial, 
consequences for retirement and old age 
income. Going beyond the ordinary, these 
interdisciplinary studies fill knowledge gaps, 
especially with respect to social risk groups 
and geographical spread. They investigate how flexibilization of work 
and pension reforms challenge youth today and how they will continue 
to challenge them in the future. Are they aware of their prospects – and 
can they save adequately for their old age retirement?’

– Bernhard Ebbinghaus, University of Mannheim, Germany

Mar 2023  c 200 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 857 3  c £90.00 / c $130.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Globalization and Welfare series

Encyclopedia of the Social and 
Solidarity Economy
A Collective Work of the United 
Nations Inter-Agency Task Force on 
SSE (UNTFSSE)
Edited by Ilcheong Yi, United Nations 
Research Institute for Social Development 
(UNRISD), Switzerland, et al
‘This magnificent work captures the rich 
diversity of experiences, backgrounds and 
visions of those of us who work in people-
centered economics. It is, therefore, an 
essential tool for consolidating a paradigm 
of international cooperation that makes an 
effective impact in each territory.’

– Ariel E. Guarco, President of the International Cooperative Alliance, 
Belgium

Mar  2023  c 464 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 091 7  c £180.00 / c $255.00

TEXTBOOK 
Advanced Introduction to 
Applied Green Criminology
Rob White, University of Tasmania, 
Australia
‘Advanced Introduction to Applied Green 
Criminology is a valuable synthesis of 
theoretical and philosophical underpinnings 
with practical approaches and applications. 
Distinguished Professor Rob White has expertly 
combined decades of research into a useful text 
that collates the diverse attempts to prevent 
and disrupt environmental crime. Furthermore, 
he offers insights to both academics and 
practitioners into other elements to consider 
when tackling environmental crimes and 
harms. A must read for anyone working in the field of the environment.’

– Tanya Wyatt, Northumbria University, UK

Mar 2023  c 160 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 297 3  c £85.00 / c $120.00 
Mar 2023  Paperback  978 1 80392 299 7  c £16.45 / c $24.95  TEXT 
eTextbook 
Elgar Advanced Introductions series 

Contingent Workers’ Voice in 
Southern Europe
Collective Experiences of Protection 
and Representation
Edited by Sofía Pérez de Guzmán, Marcela 
Iglesias-Onofrio, Universidad de Cádiz, 
Spain and Ivana Pais, Università Cattolica 
del Sacro Cuore, Italy 
‘Contingent Workers’ Voice in Southern 
Europe presents new insights into the 
growing world of contingent work, which is 
particularly significant in Southern Europe. 
A must read for everybody looking for 
inspiring cases of collective representation 
of platform workers and freelancers as well 
as conceptual tools for analyzing new forms of representation and social 
dialogue among contingent workers.’

– Anna Ilsøe, University of Copenhagen, Denmark

Jan 2023  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 556 5  c £95.00 / c $135.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Southern European Societies series

Systems Thinking in International 
Education and Development
Unlocking Learning for All?
Edited by Moira V. Faul, Geneva Graduate 
Institute of International and Development 
Studies, Switzerland and Laura Savage, 
University of Cambridge, UK
‘Systems thinking has been successfully 
applied to address service delivery 
challenges in many sectors, especially 
health. While it is a relatively new approach 
in education, systems thinking will become 
a commonly used tool in delivering quality 
education post the ravages of covid. This 
book, consisting of 11 chapters and authored 
by a wide range of reputable practitioners on the topic, will become a 
valuable companion to donors, policymakers and implementers down to 
the classroom level striving to provide quality learning for all children.’

 
– Dzingai Mutumbuka, First Minister of Education of Independent 

Zimbabwe, former Chair of ADEA, former Sector Manager at the World 
Bank and currently serves on numerous education boards

Jan 2023  c 268 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 592 3  c £95.00 / c $135.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
NORRAG Series on International Education and Development

TEXTBOOK 
Sociological Theory
Contemporary Debates
John Scott, Emeritus Professor of Sociology, 
Plymouth University and Visiting Professor, 
University of Essex, University of Exeter, UK

‘John Scott has provided an exceptionally clear 
and positive account of sociological theory 
from Parsons to the present. It is an excellent 
introduction to a sometimes mystifying body 
of thought and embodies a commitment to 
developing theory through co-operation and 
mutual respect.’

– Stephen Turner, University of South Florida, US

Jan 2023  260 pp  Hardback  978 1 80220 689 0  c £115.00 / c$165.00 
Jan 2023  Paperback  978 1 80220 691 3  c £39.95 / c $60.00 
eTextbook 
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How Great Cities Happen
Integrating People, Land Use and 
Transport
John Stanley, The University of Sydney, 
Janet Stanley and Roslynne Hansen, The 
University of Melbourne, Australia
‘This second edition provides topical and 
invaluable evidence for everyone concerned 
about the future and sustainability of cities, 
whether they are planners, researchers, 
politicians or residents.’

– Richard D. Knowles, University of Salford, 
Manchester, UK and Founding Editor, 

Journal of Transport Geography

Jan 2023  c 352 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 405 2  c £105.00 / c $150.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
Cities series

African Philanthropy
Philanthropic Responses to Covid-19 
and Development Goals in Africa
Edited by Bhekinkosi Moyo, Mzukisi Qobo 
and Nomfundo Ngwenya, University of 
Witwatersrand, South Africa
‘African Philanthropy now leads the field 
in advancing our understanding of the 
dynamics of philanthropy in Africa. This 
exceptional study has both theoretical 
power and exceptionally valuable case 
studies, and its focus on the impact of 
Covid-19 on African philanthropy and 
civil society is an especially valuable 
contribution. Scholars, activists, 
practitioners and academic libraries will find this an invaluable resource 
to understanding the rapidly changing face of philanthropy and civil 
society in Africa.’

– Mark Sidel, University of Wisconsin-Madison, US

Mar 2023  c 224 pp  Hardback  978 1 80392 786 2  c £90.00 / c $130.00 
eBook • Elgaronline

Assessing the Contributions of 
Higher Education
Knowledge for a Disordered World
Edited by Simon Marginson, University of 
Oxford, UK, Brendan Cantwell, Michigan 
State University, US, Daria Platonova and 
Anna Smolentseva, National Research 
University Higher School of Economics, 
Russian Federation
‘The authors of this volume should be 
commended for their important effort 
to develop a broader and more fruitful 
dialogue among social scientists and 
policy-makers about those contributions. 
Their achievement is also a reminder of the 
need for more interdisciplinary approaches to understand complex social 
phenomena.’

– Pedro Nuno Teixeira, University of Porto, Portugal and former Director 
of CIPES – Center for Research in Higher Education Policies

Feb 2023  c 332 pp  Hardback  978 1 0353 0716 6  c £105.00 / c $155.00
eBook • Elgaronline 
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